
LIVING. 
DEFINED 
BY VALUE!

Gopanpally-Gachibowli

PHASE II

CALL 7569495236



Recognise unbeatable advantage when you see it? 
Prepared to seize it the moment it presents itself to you? 

Then, here's Manjeera Diamond Towers. A residential space offering 
that begins and ends with the most profound attention to detail

and offers great value! 

Classic craftsmanship wedded to the precision of modern technology sets it above par. 
An impressive address and the certainty of value appreciation make it 

an invaluable investment. Above all, it's the elegant aesthetics, great pricing and 
the accent on fine living that make Manjeera Diamond Towers 

the most brilliant of its kind.

SPACE MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS GETS YOU THEREPROTECTION FROM THE DOWNTURN

Gopanpally-Gachibowli

PHASE II





Global style endurance
Manjeera's design guidebook not only emphasises on global style 
but demands strict adherence to serviceability and safety norms. 
You'll thus find that Manjeera Diamond Towers is earthquake-resistant 
and damp proof. And that Aerocon bricks have been used to improve 
thermal and acoustic insulation.
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SATISFYING YOUR SOUL - A SKILL UNIQUE TO MANJEERA

A great design works well only when built and maintained with passion and perfection. 
After capturing Hyderabad's imagination with Aditya Trade Centre, Aditya Enclave, 
Aditya Park, Manjeera Residency, Manjeera Heights and many other 
quality-intensive projects, Manjeera is all set to take comfort and happiness 
to newer realms with Manjeera Diamond Towers & Villas. 
 
So what you get is a home that makes every minute a celebration, and fills the album 
of your life with countless wonderful images. A perfect place for living up 
every one of those precious moments that make life beautiful. 

Coming up on 11acres of prime land in Gopanpally, Gachibowli, Manjeera Diamond 
Towers' Phase I comprises of 7 towers of 10 levels each, housing 3-bedroom luxury 
apartments starting at 1530 sft. and going up to 1780 sft. Phase II features 6 towers 
of 10 levels each, housing 2 and 3 BHK apartments ranging between 770 sft. and 1500 sft. 

Phase I is in an advanced stage of completion and is all poised for occupation 
between March and December 2010. Construction of Phase II is underway 
and deliveries are expected to start from September 2011.    



Manjeera Diamond Towers is truly the place to live. 
Its world-class features act as a springboard to 
happiness, fill one with joy incomparable 
and make every sunrise an event to look forward to, 
with renewed enthusiasm.

THE AMENITIES - A SPLENDID ARRAY

●Two-level, fully covered

basement parking

●Centralised Laundry System

●Car Wash Facility 

●DTH 

●WiFi Enabled

●Intercom

●Service Elevators

●Sewage Treatment Plant

●Rainwater Harvesting

●Water Treatment Plant

●Security System

●Fire Fighting Systems
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SHOW HOMES - FINE EXAMPLES
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Manjeera Diamond Towers is perhaps the only of its kind to create 
an assemblage of as many as four display homes. Customer-centricity 
of the highest order!

Emerald - Show home One, Ruby - Show home Two, Sapphire - 
the Model flat,  are replete with the finer nuances of a world-class lifestyle. 
Also on display is Topaz - an empty apartment, which gives you a 
beforehand glimpse of your home, and fires off your imagination of how 
your home can be shaped to reflect your discerning and distinctive taste.



Oasis, Manjeera Diamond Towers' beautifully appointed Club house, is given to every brand 
of comfort - tangible and intangible.  Two crystalline swimming pools, with one on the terrace 
reflecting the sparkling beauty of the stars, a state-of-the-art Gymnasium, indoor games 
and outdoor sports areas, guest rooms, a health club, a restaurant, banqueting spaces, 
a serene meditation room...there is a lot going for Oasis. 

The Clubhouse to crave for



SPECIFICATIONS - FOR A RICH LIFE 

Framed Structure :  RCC framed to withstand wind & seismic loads

Superstructure : Clay bricks/Fly ash bricks  for internal & external walls

Main Door : Teakwood/Engineered wooden frames with moulded panelled door shutter with polish and hardware of a reputed make

Internal Doors : Teakwood/Engineered wooden frames with moulded panelled door shutter with paint finish & hardware of  reputed make

Windows :  UPVC window system with float glass with suitable finishes as per design

Painting : External:  Two coats exterior acrylic emulsion paint of Asian/ICI or equivalent make over one coat of primer

Internal:  Smooth  finish with acrylic emulsion paint of Asian/ICI or equivalent paints over a coat of primer

Flooring : Living, Dining, Bedroom & Kitchen: Vitrified tiles of 24''x24'';  Bathroom: Antiskid ceramic tiles of 24''x24" ; 

Corridors  & Staircase:  Combination of elegantly designed white & green marble

Dadoing : Kitchen: Glazed ceramic tiles dado up to 2' height above kitchen platform; Wash: 8''x12'' glazed ceramic tile dado up to 

3'  height;  Bathrooms: 10''x16'' Glazed ceramic tiles dado  up to 7' height

Kitchen : Granite platform with stainless steel sink and provision for fixing of Aquaguard; Provision for cabinets, exhaust fan 

and chimney

Wash Area :  Provision for washing machine & wet area for washing utensils etc.

Toilets : 1. EWC with flush tank of Hindustan/Parry or equivalent make;  2. Hot & Cold water mixture with showers; 3. Provision for 

geysers in all toilets;  4.  Chrome -plated CP fittings of Jaquar/Mark/Plumber or equivalent make

Electrical : Concealed copper wiring of Lapp/Finolex/Polycab or equivalent make; 1.  Power outlets for air conditioning in all bedrooms; 

2. Power outlets for geysers in all bathrooms; 3. Power plug for cooking range, chimney, refrigerator, microwave, mixer-

grinders in kitchen;  4.  Plug points for TV & audio systems etc.; 5. Three phase supply for each flat and individual metre 

boards;  6.  Miniature circuit breakers for each of the distribution boards;  7.  Modular switches for all controls

Telecom :  Telephone points in living/dining areas & master bedroom;  Intercom facility for all flats, connecting to Security

Cable TV :  Provision for cable connection in master bedroom and living room

Internet :  One internet provision in each flat through Wi-Fi connectivity

Lifts :  2 nos. automatic passenger lifts with rescue device featuring V3F for energy efficiency; Johnson/KONE/OTIS or equivalent 

make; 1 no.  goods elevator for each block

Generator :  DG set backup (with acoustic enclosure & AMF) for common areas and six light points in each apartment

Piped Gas :  Provision for piped gas system



AN ENVIABLE ADDRESS - A BRILLIANT PROFILE

Its uber cool location and the surrounding landscape's distinctly green feel 
makes Manjeera Diamond Towers an ideal home for those who want to 
stay close to the City and yet inhale the sweet fragrance of Nature 
without traveling an inch. Manjeera Diamond Towers has the dual 
advantage of being just a drive away from the IT Hub and Financial District 
while being ensconced in a peaceful, noise-free green belt that offers 
serenity, peace of mind, clean air and birds' songs as all-season bonuses.

The Project is coming up right next to one of Hyderabad's fastest growing 
financial districts and IT hubs - Gachibowli. It enjoys close proximity to 
IT giants including Wipro, Infosys, Microsoft, Polaris, CA, Capgemini, 
the UBS, and to the Financial District, Tishman Speyer Satellite Town, ILS 
Park, Hitech City, BHEL, Wipro SEZ, ICICI Towers and educational institutions 
such as Hyderabad Central University, ISB and IIIT. Also proposed to take off 
in the neighbourhood, are the Technocity, the US and other international 
Consulates and TIFR.  Its nearness to the Lingampally MMTS Station 
elevates Manjeera Diamond Towers' accessibility quotient considerably.

Growth statistics and analyses show that the IT Hub and Financial District 
are likely to generate half a million jobs in the near future. The scenario 
calls for a fast track augmentation of existing residential infrastructure 
by the construction of as many homes in the area. Naturally then, 
Manjeera Diamond Towers' value is poised for tremendous appreciation.



Hitech City

Microsoft

Infosys

Financial District

Hyderabad Central University

ISB

US and other International Consulates

BHEL

Wipro SEZ



THE GATEWAY TO 
A NEW DIMENSION 
IN FINE LIVING 
IS NOW OPEN!  
WELCOME!!
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Manjeera understands how difficult it is for people on the move to meet all the 
home maintenance related requirements in time. Taking service delivery a step further, 
Manjeera has set up an exclusive division that caters to Property Management for 
landlords throughout the lifecycle of the association i.e. before, during and after 
the investment. 

To put it simply, the PropServe team will do what clients are too busy to do, upping the 
price-performance ratio considerably for those who seek the best value for their investment. 
●Finding tenants
●Completing documentation
●Collecting rent from tenants
●Depositing rent in client's account
●Arranging for resale of the property
●Attending to clients' needs 
●Monitoring the payment of utility bills, property tax etc.

PropServe is essential for NRIs and owners who don't live in the City.
 Long absences notwithstanding, their requirements will be met with alacrity.

SPACE MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

Introducing a shuttle service for the convenience of the residents 
of Manjeera Diamond Towers, which picks up and drops them off 
at predetermined points in Gachibowli and Lingampally. 
A monthly travel pass at reasonable prices shall be issued 
for the purpose. A pathbreaking customer delight initiative 
from the house of Manjeera!

GETS YOU THERE

Manjeera, with its conscientious nature, is one of the very few 
real estate players to protect its customers against a steep drop in 
market prices. This, despite the fact that reasonable pricing is its hallmark.

Manjeera has introduced Price Guard*, a proprietary price protection tool, 
a written guarantee, that compensates customers against a fall in prices 
in Manjeera Diamond Towers beyond a preset limit, within a 
predetermined period (till handing over/completion ). Price Guard 
is available only for a limited number of bookings.

PROTECTION FROM THE DOWNTURN



Manjeera realised very early on, that success can be quickly redefined. And has prepared 
itself fully to dare the challenges of tomorrow’s marketplace. Technology skills, 
domain expertise, process focus and a commitment to long-term client relationships...
they all combine, at Manjeera, to deliver performances that rank high on the quality metre. 

This corporate culture, of delivering value to the customer, is the outcome of the efforts 
and belief of Mr. Yoganand, Chairman & Managing Director, Manjeera Conglomerate. 
His philosophy of upholding the values of integrity, business ethics and respect 
even as the team goes all out to achieve industry leadership, has set Manjeera in a niche 
of its own...as a Conglomerate that puts customer delight before corporate gain. Its projects 
stand as hallmarks of quality construction,  clear titles and value for money. 

With over 3 million sft. of commercial and residential projects already developed and 
another 5 million sft. under development, Manjeera’s portfolio speaks volumes about its 
innovative excellence and the confidence that customers place in it. From global standard 
mega malls, multiplexes, commercial and mixed use spaces to gated communities...
Manjeera’s expertise extends to them all. Hospitality is another area where Manjeera has 
made deep inroads. Aditya Park - a 4-star hotel and Aditya Hometel - a 3-star one, 
 bearing the Manjeera stamp of quality, are icons industry counterparts look up to.

25+ years in the construction industry, and Manjeera’s tryst with life continues. 
Strengthened further, by the determination to make life...elevated!

UNPARALLELED LINEAGE - THE GLORIOUS MANJEERA LEGACY



●

●Aditya Enclave, Ameerpet

●Aditya Park & Aditya Hometel, Ameerpet

●Manjeera Heights I, LB Nagar

●Manjeera Residency, Jubilee Hills

●Manjeera Square, Ameerpet

●Manjeera Nest, West Marredpally

●Manjeera Plaza, Ameerpet

●VC Commercial Complex , Ameerpet
...and many more

Aditya Trade Centre, Ameerpet

COMPLETED PROJECTS



Smart Homes - Apartments is an affordable residential space 
perfected the Manjeera way. The project comprises of a total 
of seventy 2 & 3 bedroom apartments ranging from 1056 sft. 
to 1308 sft. nestling in a 5-storeyed tower.  Just 30 minutes' 
drive from the heart of the City, this Project offers the perfect 
opportunity to experience rich taste in all its manifestations.

Smart Homes - Villas is more of a medium for Manjeera 
to inspire and transform peoples' lives. A total of 45 deluxe 
quality duplex homes with built-up areas ranging from 
1916 to 2671 sft. have come up at this zip code which is home 
to well-known establishments. Its proximity to the City, 
excellent connectivity through express highways, 
and green spaces are few other reasons why most of the villas 
have been sold out.

ONGOING PROJECTS

Deluxe duplex homes
Area: 1916 - 2671 sft.

Qutbullapur

2 & 3 BHK apartments
Area: 1056-1308 sft

Qutbullapur

2 & 3 BHK apartments
Area: 1060-1700 sft.

JNTU-Hitech City Road

Area: 1300 sft. and above offices
500 sft. + shops/showrooms

JNTU-Hitech City Road

This magnificent residential complex in 
Kukatpally consists of close to 250 two and 
three BHK apartments spread over 23 storeys 
replete with all the conveniences of modern day 
living. A fully appointed Gym & Health Club, 
Clinic, Creche and Snack Bar plus ample parking 
space, central laundry, sewage water treatment 
plants etc. make it an ideal place to come back to. 
Add to these, a terrace that sports a 
swimming pool and a helipad… and you know 
this is the place to be.

This airconditioned shopping-cum-office complex, 
abutting the 120 ft. wide JNTU-Hitech City road,
is all of 10 floors plus a 3-level basement parking. 
The 325, 000 sft. builtup space features office units 
ranging from1300 sft. to facilitate occupancy by 
small, medium and large entrepreneurs. Hosting 
shopping options going from local to national to 
international brands, spread over 3 floors, 
Manjeera Majestic - Commercial promises to cater to 
the diverse shopping needs of the neighbourhood.

A 100% DG backup and responsive property 
management services make it a hassle-free zone 
to work from.



With 900,000 sft. of sheer versatility, spread over 18 storeys, 
it's now easier to be productive, imaginative and happy 
at work. Sleek and contemporary, Manjeera's innovative 
office environments are built in conformance with vaastu, 
a lot of common sense and a willingness to do something 
really different.

The goal behind Retail @ Trinity is to skillfully combine 
comfort with dynamic design elements. The mall is all about 
urban effervescence and caters to connoisseurs of food 
and entertainment through state-of-the-art gaming zones, 
food courts, a multiplex and lifestyle shopping.

 
Premium homes take on an all together new meaning 
at Homes @ Trinity. Beautifully designed homes spread over 
23 floors, with abundant parking space, will now hobnob 
with shopping and entertainment spaces to take 
convenience to new levels. Who better than Manjeera 
to create a perfect 'mixed use environment' that can 
seamlessly blend into the fabric of the City?

Giving a project the chic and contemporary 
feel is a skill that Manjeera is well-known for. 
Phase I at Manjeera Heights was a sell out 
and bookings are now open for Phase II. 
Manjeera is proud that Phase I appreciated 
tremendously in value and has brought 
smiles to the faces of the investors. 
The 10-storeyed Phase II, with its large, 
spacious and designer residential spaces is 
all about tasting the nuances of a great life.

Ready for Occupation!

3 BHK deluxe apartments
Area: 1803 - 2198 sft.

Area: 425,000 sft.

Area:  2316 sft. and above

JNTU-Hitech City Road

3 BHK apartments
Area: 1351-1778 sq.ft

JNTU-Hitech City Road

JNTU-Hitech City Road

HEIGHTS 
LB NAGAR



CERTIFICATIONS & AWARDS - CITATIONS OF EXCELLENCE

Manjeera follows a methodological framework where best practices are institutionalised 
and leveraged to attain quality of international standards. The respect for perfection, 
attention to detail and spirit of inventiveness has earned for it, awards and accolades galore.

Manjeera Constructions Ltd., the flagship company of the Group, has been awarded 
the ISO 9001:2000 certification for its process excellence. The Company is also listed 
on the prestigious Bombay Stock Exchange.

Manjeera has signed up to acquire a CQRA-CIDC rating for Manjeera Diamond Towers, 
one of its quality-loaded projects. The Conglomerate is the first in Hyderabad, and only 
the second in India to join this Certification Program.

Hotel Aditya Park brought home for Manjeera, the coveted National Energy Conservation Award-2006, 
instituted by the Ministry of Power, Government of India. It was adjudged the best in
energy efficient and environment-friendly technologies, among all surveyed hotels in India.

Manjeera is also a member of CREDAI, Builder’s Forum and IGBC (Indian Green Building Council).



A LIFE WHERE NOTHING ELSE MATTERS 

Manjeera Diamond Towers is where life loves you back. In equal measure. 
Delight for delight, warmth for warmth. Here's where time is entirely 
on your side, making every moment pure gold. Here's where you can be 
yourself, or whoever you want to be!

Manjeera Diamond Towers. It's all about a precious life.
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www.manjeera.com

CALL @ 040 6617 6617
                 040 4417 4417

Site:  Phase I & II  Gopanpally-Gachibowli  Hyderabad

Manjeera Projects
#304  Aditya Trade Centre  Ameerpet  Hyderabad - 500038
Ph.: +91 40 2373 5194/0231  2374 3017  Fax: +91 40 2373 3763
email: marketing@manjeera.com

Architects: Matrix Consultants
Ph.: +91 40 6678 0558  www. matrixhyd.com

Note: This brochure is only a conceptual presentation of the project and not a 
legal offering. The promoters reserve the right to alter and make changes in elevation,
specifications & plans as deemed fit.
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